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1. Page 18: Choose the correct answer. 

a. Moshe Peretz was a bus driver / hairdresser before he decided to be a singer. 
b. Julia Child was a teacher / spy before she was a chef. 

 
2. Page 33: What musical instruments (כלי נגינה) do the band members play? Choose the correct 

answer. 
a. Alex plays the drums / saxophone. 
b. Zemed plays the trumpet / guitar. 
c. Samir plays the drums / violin. 

 
3. Page 45: Answer the questions. 

a. Ireland is called the Blue Island / Emerald Island. 
b. Write the name of one famous person born in Ireland. _____________________ 

 
4. Page 55: Answer the questions. 

a. There is a hurricane warning. How fast will the winds be? __________ 
b. List three things you need with you in your emergency kit (ערכת חירום). 

 ______________________ __________________________   ___________________ 

 

5. Page 59: Match. 
a. 1850s - 1910   1. Red Sea Jazz Festival in Eilat 
b. 1930s - 1940s   2. Europeans come to the U.S.A. 
c. 1987 - Today   3. The Great Depression 

 
6. Pages 76-77: Answer the questions 

a. Cuba is near which country - the U.S.A or England? _______________ 
b. What is the most famous dance in Cuba? _______________________ 
c. What colors are the Cuban flag? ________   __________ ___________ 

 
7. Pages 84-85: Answer the question. 

What are the three most popular sports in Cuba?  
_________________  _________________  _________________ 
 

8. Page 107: Choose the correct answer. 
a. How many kilometers is the Great Wall of China? 8,299,285  or  21,196 
b. How high is the wall? 45 meters or  7.8 meters 
Bonus: From the sky, what animal does the Wall look like? ______________ 
 

9. Page 115: Circle the three things you can see in the Forbidden City. 
 
Golden Unicorn / Giant Panda / Dragon Throne / Acupuncture / Emperor of China / Clocks  
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1. a. hairdresser    
b. spy 

2. a. saxophone  
b. guitar  
c. drums 

3. Emerald Island 
4. a. 150 kph    

b. bottles of water, flashlight, first aid kit, cans of food, dry food, blankets, cash, radio, extra 
batteries 

5. 1850s - 1910 Europeans come to the U.S.A.  
1930s-1940s The Great Depression 
1987 – Today Red Sea Jazz Festival in Eilat   

6. a. U.S.A.   
b. salsa  
c. red, white, blue 

7. baseball, boxing, basketball 
8. a. 21,196    

b. 7.8 meters    
Bonus: snake 

9. Golden Unicorn, Dragon Throne, Clocks 


